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The audio companion to Dr. Rossman's book of the same name will guide you through the eight

relaxation and imagery processes he teaches in the book. Buy the book and CD set together for the

fastest, easiest way to learn to worry less, but better.
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The book does have some helpful hints but it is repetitive. Did not appreciate that after paying for

the book you would need yo separately buy the audio tape for the guided exercises- why not just

allow free download of them if you already purchased the book?

Finally, someone who gives concrete reasons explaining how the mind works and how 'worry' is

part of that. And then, concrete ways to change things. Really made a huge difference in my life. It

should be required reading for this decade and beyond.

As the Nurse Navigator for a large Women's Health Center, I meet with nearly one-third of the

women newly diagnosed with breast cancer in Sonoma County, California. For years I have

recommended Dr. Rossman's recorded guided imagery materials to my patients. Now his excellent

book goes straight to the list of resources I offer my patients and their families.

n the "Worry Solution" my good friend Dr. Marty Rossman will teach you how to move from

ineffective anxiety to effective problem solving and a sense of peace. To me, this is the core of



resiliency; learning to peacefully approach life in a thoughtful way. The tools in this book have

served me well in my management of my own metastatic cancer. I could worry about dying or live

my life fully. Thanks Marty, for putting it all together so eloquently.Lee Lipsenthal, MD,

ABIHMFounder of Finding Balance in a Medical life.

Dr. Rossman presents a critical look at worry, anxiety, and stress and shows us how we can

channel what we do, how we feel, and how we cope with challenges in our life in a positive and

constructive way. He brilliantly convinces us through story, and coaches us through the experience

of guided meditation to transform excessive worry into a powerful tool that accomplishes what he

terms "worrying well." The Worry Solution, relying on breakthrough neurophysiology and creative

new thinking, provides us with a clear and easy-to-understand step by step approach that can

change our life from worry and anxiety to peace, joy, and happiness. This is an outstanding book

that everyone should read! Well done, Dr. Rossman!

This book is easy to read, understand, and use. I am working on the practices to worry less, take

positive action, and live a more creative life. If you will give it a real chance and not take its simplicity

for granted, I'm confident you will get a lot out of this book.Suggestion: Fix Small Font and Dark Text

Background to improve readability.I really hope a next edition of this very valuable book will be

reformatted to upsize the small font size of the main text, and to really upsize the very, very small

text font size in the guided imagery exercise boxes. It would also help greatly to remove the shaded,

dark background of these boxes. More contrast of a lighter page background to contrast with the

black font would make it so much easier to read these important sections.

Excellent book. A step above the normal "how to stop worrying" book. The author explains things in

a little different way, making things easier to understand. He also gives relaxation exercises that are

very helpful! I would definately recommend this book.

Excellent cd (and book) for all of us who have worry issues (and worry about worrying). Dr.

Rossman's "Guided Experiences" really help, and are especially useful in conjunction with the book.

This is standard meditation in some ways, but don't let that put you off. His voice is good, relaxing

and soothing. He also speaks about 'positive worrying'.
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